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0. Introduction. The segmental phoneme system of Djuka 1
is described

in sections 1. (consonants) and 2. (vowels) of this paper. The structure of

syllables (3.) and of feet (4.) is also described, along with the relationships

among suprasegmental phenomena. Djuka morphophonemics is discussed only

for a narrowly defined set of cases of vowel elision and a limited number of

instances of tone sandhi. This description amounts to a statement of the

constraints on output phonetic form that a full scale generative grammar must
satisfy.

1. Consonants. The fifteen consonantal phonemes of Djuka are classified

into voiceless unaspirated stops /p, t, k/, voiced stops /b, d, g/, voiceless

fricatives /f, s/, nasals /m, n, N/, 2 voiced lateral /l/, and semivowels /w, y,

h/.

Labial stops are /p/ and /b/: paapa 'father', pisii 'pleasure', swaNpu
'swamp', basi 'boss', bigi 'big', aNbaa 'hammer'. 3 Coronal stops are /t/ and

/d/: tapii 'stop', tifi 'tooth', saNti 'sand', dati 'that', disi 'this', gaaNda
'grandfather'. Dorsal stops are /k/ and /g/: kati 'cat', kisi 'catch', gaaNda
'grandfather', bigi 'big', goliNgo 'Adam's apple'. Dorsal stops are articulated

farther forward before front vowels than before central and back vowels: kati

[kati] 'cat', kisi [kisi] 'catch'; go [go] 'go', gi [gi] 'give'.

Fricatives are labial /{/ and coronal /s/: nefi 'knife', fatii 'fat', mofo
'mouth'; lesi lazy', safu 'soft', soo 'three-toed sloth (Bradypus tridactylus )\

Nasals are labial /m/, coronal /n/, and general /N/. /m/ and /n/
contrast syllable initially: miti 'meet', manyaN 'mango', m6f6 'mouth'; kini

'knee', nati 'wet', noto 'nut'. /N/ has allophones [m, n, rj]. [m] occurs
before labials, [n] occurs before coronals, and [rj] occurs foot finally and
before dorsals. Except where /N/ constitutes an entire syllable, the

occurrence of the phonetic nasal consonant alternates freely with nasalization

of the preceding vowel and with the occurrence of the nasal combined with

nasalization of the preceding vowel: aNbaa [amba: ~ aba: ~ amba:] 'hammer',

1
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gaaNda [ga:nda ~ ga:da ~ga:nda] 'grandfather', saNti [santi ~ sati ~ santi]

'sand', waN [wan ^wa^ warj] 'one'. When /N/ occurs after pause before a

consonant, its allophone is homorganic with the consonant that follows, and
is syllabic: Npiye [mpiye] 'small toucan', Ndyuka [ndyuka] 'Djuka', Nk61a
[rjkola] 'snail'.

4
Its pitch is always low, and therefore not contrastive.

A different allophone of /N/ occurs in the speech of some informants.

[m] occurs foot initially before a morpheme boundary in free variation with

[n] before coronals and with [rj] before dorsals: N-sisa [msisa ~ nsisa] 'my
sister', N-gaaNda [mgaaNda ~ ngaaNda] 'my grandfather'. 5

The lateral is coronal /l/: lebi 'red', laNga 'long', 16bi 'love'.

Voiced semivowels are labial /w/ and coronal /y/. They occur as

syllable onsets. They also follow consonants that are not semivowels within

syllable onsets, where they have the phonetic form of labialization and
palatalization of the preceding consonant. The distinction between labial,

coronal, and dorsal is neutralized before semivowels if a morpheme boundary
does not immediately follow the semivowel, /k, g, m/ occur before /w/
only; /t, d, n/ occur before /y/ only: 6 kwokwo 'type of fish soup', gwana
'iguana (Iguana iguana)', mwa 'yawn'; tyobo 'dirty', djakiti 'coat', nyaN 'eat'.

In the speech of some informants, [kw] and the dorsolabial double stop [kp]

are in free variation as realizations of /kw/, and [gw] and [gb] as realizations

of /gw/: kwokwo [kwokwo~kpokpo] 'type of fish soup', gwana
[gwana ~ gbana] 'iguana'.

Before vowels without a morpheme boundary intervening, /w/ and /y/
also occur after /s/: switi 'sweet', syeN 'be ashamed', [sy, s, sy] are in free

variation as realizations of /sy/: syeN [syerj ^ sen ~ syerj] 'be ashamed'.

/w/ occurs after /t, d, f/ before morpheme boundaries followed by
vowels: kukutwana 'left hand' from kukutu - ana 'left - arm'; udwana 'branch'

from udu - and 'tree - arm'; fwaiN 'four-eyed opossum (Metachirus
nudicaudatus)' from f6 - aiN 'four - eye'.

/y/ occurs after /k, m, 1/ before morpheme boundaries followed by

vowels: tikyana 'forearm' from tiki - ana 'stick - arm'; mye waka 'I'm walking'

from mi - e - waka 'I - continuative aspect - walk'; bdlyeN 'boil it' from

boli - eN 'boil - it'.

Examples of /w/ and /y/ in syllable initial position are wataa 'water',

uwii 'leaf, hair'; yesi 'ear', faya 'fire'.

The voiceless semivowel is general /h/. It is realized as a voiceless

vocoid which has the quality of the following vowel: hii 'heap', he 'paca

(Culicunus paca)', hali 'haul', tohotdho 'cough'. Foot initial /h/ varies freely

with its absence in some stems: hali all 'haul', but not in others: hii but

not *ii 'heap'.
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2. Vowels. The five vowel phonemes are high front /i/, mid front /e/,

low central /a/, high back /u/, and mid back /o/.

/i/ has allophones [i] and [t]. Only [1] occurs as syllable nucleus before

/N/: siNgi [sirjgi] 'sing'. Only [i] occurs word finally: toll [toli] 'story', and
in postnuclear position: koi 'cage', [i] and [t] vary freely in other
environments: paikiki [paikiki ~ paiktki] 'parakeet', tiki [tiki ~ tiki] 'stick'.

/e/ has allophones [e] and [e]. Only [e] occurs before /N/: dyeNbii

[dyembu] 'small vampire bat', [e] and [e] vary freely in other environments,

except that the sequence [e...e] never occurs within a foot: dede
[dede ^dede ~>dede] 'die'.

/a/ has allophones [a] (front) and [a] (back) which are in free variation

in all positions: kati [kati ~ kati] 'cat'; ana [ana ~ ana ~ ana ~ ana] 'hand'.

/u/ has the single allophone [u]: buiilii [buulu] 'blood', biiN [bun]

'good', /o/ has allophones [o] and [0]. Only [o] occurs before /N/: djoNbo
[dyombo] 'jump', [o] and [d] vary freely in other environments: b6 [bo^bs]
'bow', t6bo [tobo^ tobo ~ tobs ~ tobo] 'big pot'. Thus the distribution of the

allophones of the back vowels is not analogous to that of the allophones of

the front vowels.

The vowels contrast word initially: ipi 'many', ede 'head', ana 'hand',

lidii 'tree, wood', osu 'house'. They also contrast syllable finally: tiki 'stick',

teke 'take', taki 'talk', tu 'two', toli 'story'.

Phonetic vowel length is phonologically distinctive, and is discussed in 4:

wi 'we', ibii 'every'; te 'when', tee 'tail'; baka 'back', bakaa 'white man'; fo

'four', foo 'bird'; tu 'two', tuu 'true'.

In an unstressed syllable before a stressed syllable that begins with a

nasal or with a voiceless stop, /sV/ and /s/ alternate freely. In the latter

case the phonetic duration of the realization of /s/ varies freely: sitali ~ stali

[s ; tali, sitali] 'star', sineki ~ sneki [s'neki, s:neki] 'snake'.

The sequence /sV'C/, where C is /p, t, k, m, n/, arises from the

borrowing of words which have the sequence /'sC/ in the source language:

English star > sitali, English snake > sineki. The epenthetic vowel occurring

after the /s/ in the Djuka word is always /{/ or /u/. Its quality is

determined by the other vowels in the word. If the following vowel is /u/,

the epenthetic vowel is /u/: sukuufu 'screw' (Dutch schroef). If the preceding

and following vowels are both /o/, the epenthetic vowel is /u/:

bosukopumaN 'messenger' (Dutch boodschap). Otherwise, the epenthetic

vowel is /i/: sikoo 'school' (Dutch school), sikiifi 'write' (Dutch schrijven),

and the examples in the preceding paragraph.
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The tone on these epenthetic vowels is always low in their underlying

forms, and therefore not contrastive.

3. Syllables. The syllable types are represented in the following two
formulas:

1. (C) (Y) VI (VI) (V2) (N)

2. S.

C is any consonant except /N/, Y is /w, y/; restrictions on CY
sequences are given in 2. VI is any vowel; V2 is either a front or a back

vowel. The contrast between high and mid vowels is neutralized in V2
position. The high back /u/ and the mid back /o/ are in free variation,

although /u/ is more frequent. The high front /i/ occurs to the exclusion of

the mid front /e/. Syllables containing all three postnuclear elements have

not been found. The following examples illustrate syllable types represented

in formula 1.: CV1 ga 'arrow*, CYV1 mwa 'yawn', CV1V1 so6 'three-toed

sloth', CYV1V1 tyaatyi 'type of wild cat\ CV1V2 fau 'be unconscious',

CYV1V2 tyai 'carry', CV1N maN 'man', CYV1N dyeNbu 'small vampire bat',

CV1V1N beeNki 'shine', CYV1V1N nyuuNdii 'otter', CYV1V2N fwaiN

'four-eyed opposum', VI akisi 'ax', YVl wataa 'water', YV1V1 awaa 'fruit of

palm (Astrocaryum segregatum)', VI V2 aukanisi 'Aukan (Djuka)', YV1V2 wai

'wave', V1N siieN 'swim', YV1N waN 'one', V1V2N aiN 'eye', YV1V2N
awaiNgd 'type of turtle', CV1V1V2 daai 'spin'.

The syllable type CYV contrasts with the disyllabic sequences /Cu.V,

Ci.V/, where . indicates syllable boundary: swaNpu 'swamp', sua 'sour'; dyeli

'yellow', dia 'deer', and with the disyllabic sequences /Cu.wV, Ci.yV/, as in

suwa 'sour' and dija 'deer'. The phonemic sequences /Cu.wV/ and /Ci.jV/,

however, alternate freely with /Cu.V/ and /Ci.V/, as shown in the examples

just given.

Formula 1 above indicates that a phonetically long vowel is treated as a

sequence of two like vowel phonemes. It also indicates that a phonetic

diphthong is considered a sequence of two unlike vowel phonemes rather

than a sequence of a vowel and a semivowel. Under this interpretation, the

statement of tone distribution is straightforward: all vowels, and no other

segments, bear tone.

In formula 2 above, S is /N, s/: Nk61a 'snail', stali 'star'. This syllable

type occurs only foot initially. The alternation of /sC/ and /sVC/ has

already been described (end of 2.).

For describing the placement of stress in feet (4.), it is convenient to

distinguish high and low syllables. High syllables contain at least one vowel

with high tone; low syllables do not. For the same purpose, long and short
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vowels are distinguished: long syllables contain more than one vowel; short

syllables do not.

A long syllable containing two like vowels, as in f66 'bird', has greater

phonetic duration than a long syllable containing two unlike vowels, as in bai

'buy'. A syllable ending in /N/, as in boN 'tree' and fwaiN 'four-eyed

opossum', has greater phonetic duration than a syllable with the same
number of vowels without /N/, as in b6 'bow' and tjai 'carry'.

The terms 'high' and 'low', it should be noted, are used in three

distinct ways in this paper. For vowels, they refer to phonological features or

phonetic characteristics related to the degree of constriction of the air passage

between the tongue and the palate. High and low tones, however, are defined

with reference to the pitch of the vowel phoneme which is the domain of

each tone. Finally, high and low syllables are defined above in terms of the

tones of the vowels in each syllable. In any potentially ambiguous context,

the appropriate noun ('vowel', 'tone', 'syllable') is used to make the sense

clear. The use of these terms is neutral with respect to the distinction

between underlying and surface forms. For example, the underlying form of a

particular stem may contain a low syllable that corresponds to a high syllable

in a particular surface form of that stem.

4. Feet. It has already been mentioned (2.) that each Djuka vowel bears

tone. This interpretation of the nonpredictable pitch phenomena is suggested

instead of an interpretation in terms of pitch accents that operate over units

of foot size. The relative merits of the two interpretations are therefore

discussed here. 7 By describing all the suprasegmental phenomena in relation

to each other, we can then proceed to give a meaningful definition of the

foot in terms of tempo and intensity.

We begin with the fact that pitch, intensity, and duration are all phonetic

parameters by which Djuka utterances, including stems spoken in isolation,

differ. Some utterances differ in duration, but not in pitch or intensity

patterns: ['bjai] 'buy', ['da:!!] 'spin'; ['bo)) 'tree', ['boll] 'burn'. Since duration is

not predictable on the basis of intensity, pitch, or segmental quality, nor on
the basis of grammatical classification, we conclude that duration is in such

cases contrastive. Phonetic duration functioning contrastively in the

phonological system of Djuka is referred to in this paper as length.

Other utterances differ in pitch pattern, but not in duration or intensity

patterns: 8 ['bulku] 'book', ['bujku] 'fungus, mushroom'; [ ka'milsa / nal'mo ] 'just

"loincloth"', [sa'baku / nal'mo ] 'just "wading bird"', [taj'biki / nal'mo] 'just

"island" '.

The first two examples in the preceding paragraph indicate that pitch is

predictable neither from segmental quality nor from grammatical classification.

The last three examples can be accounted for in terms of either pitch accent
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or tone. Under a pitch accent interpretation, there must be posited either ( 1

)

contrastive stress placement not predictable on the basis of length and pitch

accent, (2) accent sandhi rules, or (3) three types of pitch accent: step up

from the accented syllable, step up from the syllable after the accented

syllable, and step up to the accented syllable.

On the other hand, given a system of two tones with tone sandhi rules,

stress can be predicted as described below. This solution appears to be less

complex than the pitch accent solution and has therefore been adopted in

this paper.

The foot is a rhythm unit bounded by slight decreases in tempo and

including one stressed syllable. Stressed syllables have greater intensity or

greater duration, or both, than unstressed syllables of comparable segmental

composition.

The placement of stress within a foot is predictable on the basis of the

distribution of long and high syllables (defined at the end of 3.) in that

foot. If a foot contains a long syllable (and no foot contains more than one

long syllable), that syllable is stressed. Otherwise, the first high syllable of

the foot is stressed. In feet with only short low syllables, the penultimate

syllable is stressed. The only syllable in a monosyllabic foot is stressed by

definition.

The distribution of high syllables in the underlying form of, say, a stem

does not always correspond to that of the high syllables of a particular

surface form of that stem. In these cases, if there is no long syllable in the

stem, stress placement varies freely: the stress may occur on the syllable

stressed in the underlying form, or on the first high syllable or all high

syllables of the surface form (or on the penult in the case of a surface form

with no high syllables); or each of these syllables may be spoken with

comparable duration and intensity. If more than one syllable is stressed, the

stem forms part of more than one foot: tabiki in some environments > tabiki

[ta'blki ~ 'tabiki ~tabi/ ; ki ~ tabiki].

By contrast with high short syllables, long syllables of underlying forms

retain their stress in surface forms: wo6ko in some environments > wooko
[•wooko] but not *[woo'ko]. Under conditions still to be determined,

however, their duration approximates that of short stressed syllables.

A foot may consist of one to four syllables. A monosyllabic foot may
consist of either a short syllable, as in fo Tour', or of a long syllable, as in

fdd 'bird'.

A disyllabic foot may consist of two short syllables, as in baka 'back', a

short syllable followed by a long syllable, as in bakaa 'white man', or a long

syllable followed by a short syllable, as in baaka 'black'.
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A trisyllabic foot may consist of three short syllables, as in tabiki

'island', or may have its second or third syllable long, as in anaiNsi 'spider',

papakai 'parrot'.

All quadrisyllabic feet consist of four short syllables, as in

monomorphematic makisita 'mosquito' and polymorphematic a - beligi 'the

mountain'.

Further research is needed before the set of rules for Djuka tone sandhi

can be stated with completeness or certainty. The description which follows is

tentative and is limited to simple noun and verb stems. 9 There are no clear

cases in the available data of tone contrast between monosyllabic stems with

short syllables, and such forms are therefore not covered in this discussion.

Stems beginning with /N/ appear to follow different tone sandhi rules than

stems of the same number of syllables beginning with a vocalic syllable, and

are also not discussed here.

An underlying sequence of two high tones becomes a high-mid sequence

before final pause: 10 two-vowel syllable, foo> (66// 'bird'; three-vowel syllable,

t66u>t66u// 'marry'; two short syllables, buku > buku// 'book'; short

syllable followed by long syllable, abaa > abaa// 'cross', sumee > siimee//

'smell'; long syllable followed by short syllable, paati > paati// 'priest',

w66k6> wddko// 'work'; three short syllables, beligi > beligi// 'mountain',

tabiki > tabiki// 'island'; two short syllables followed by long syllable,

papakai > papakai// 'parrot'; four short syllables, makisita > makisita//
'mosquito'.

An underlying sequence of two low tones becomes low-high before final

pause: three-vowel syllable, daai > daai// 'spin'; two short syllables,

buku > buku// 'type of mushroom'; three short syllables, sabaku > sabakii//

'wading bird'.

An underlying high-high sequence across syllable boundary optionally

becomes mid-high if preceded but not followed by final pause. Two short

syllables, buku > //bukii ~ //buku 'book'; short syllable followed by long

syllable, abaa > //abaa ^//abaa 'cross'; three short syllables,

beligi > //beligi ^//beligi 'mountain'. In the same way, a high-high-high

sequence with syllable boundary after the second high optionally becomes
mid-mid-high in the same environment: paati > //paati ~ //paati 'priest'.

An underlying low-high sequence across syllable boundary becomes
high-low preceding one or more low tones followed by final pause with no
underlying high tones in an intervening foot (although a subsequent syllable

in the same foot may be high): 11 two short syllables, bubu > bubu in pya

bubu de 'where is the jaguar?' and in teke waN bubu gi mi 'go catch me a

jaguar'; three short syllables, tabiki > tabiki in pya tabiki de 'where is the

island?'. An underlying foot-initial low-low sequence across syllable boundaries
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becomes high-low in the same environment: two short syllables, buku > buku
in pya buku de 'where is the mushroom?' and in teke waN buku gi mi 'go

get me a mushroom ,

; three short syllables, sabaku > sabaku in pya sabaku de

'where is the wading bird?' and in teke waN sabaku gi mi 'go catch me a

wading bird'; two short syllables followed by long syllable, papakai > papakai

in pya papakai de 'where is the parrot?' and in teke waN papakai gi mi 'go

catch me a parrot'. An underlying high-high sequence across syllable

boundaries becomes low-high in the same environment: two short syllables,

buku > buku in pya buku de 'where is the book?' and in teke waN buku gi

mi 'go get me a book'; two short syllables followed by long syllable,

papakai > papakai in pya papakai de 'where is the parrot?' and in teke waN
papakai gi mi 'go catch me a parrot'; four short syllables, makisita > makisita

in pya makisita de 'where is the mosquito?'.

An underlying low-high sequence within a syllable becomes low-low

preceding an underlying low-high before final pause: one long syllable, s66

nam6 > sod namo 'just "three-toed sloth"'; short syllable followed by long

syllable, awaa nam6 > awaa namo 'just "palm fruit'". 12

The examples just given in the statement of some tone sandhi rules

indicate that in no underlying form of a Djuka noun or verb stem is a high

tone followed by a low. While this fact could be taken as evidence for a

pitch accent system, the description in terms of tone is still preferable for

two reasons: ( 1 ) The term 'pitch accent' usually refers to systems in which

there is only one sort of suprasegmental prominence. In Djuka, however,

prominence by intensity and duration does not always coincide with

prominence by pitch. (2) It appears that the variations in pitch can be

described with less complexity in terms of tones operating over vowels than

in terms of accents operating over feet.

FOOTNOTES

*Djuka is a Creole language spoken by approximately 16,000 Bush
Negroes living in eastern Surinam. Djuka (Djoeka, Diouka) is also referred

to in the literature as Aukan. Its speakers are referred to as Djukas and as

Aukaners, although either term is sometimes used for Bush Negroes in

general, including speakers of Saramaccan. Most Djukas live along the Cottica

River near the coast and the Tapanahonij River farther south, although some
are found as far west as the lower Saramacca Rivet, as well as in

Paramaribo. Neumann (1967) reports them also living near the lower
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Coppename River formerly. Their political center, the residence of the

paramount chief, is Drietabbetje on the lower Tapanahonij.

Although many morphemes in Djuka, chiefly plant and animal names,

have been borrowed from Amerindian languages, the majority of other

morphemes can be traced to English or Dutch origins. In this respect, Djuka

is very similar to Sranan, the most widely spoken Creole language in

Surinam. Saramaccan, by contrast, has borrowed a large percentage of its

lexicon from Portuguese.

The Paramaccaners on the Marowijne River and the Boni (Aloekoe) on

the Lawa River (some in French Guiana) have separate tribal governments

from that of the Djukas. It appears, however, that the languages of these

groups are even more similar to Djuka than is Sranan.

Full bibliographical information on studies of Surinam Creole languages is

given in Voorhoeve and Donicie (1963). Most of the works that refer to

Djuka contain either brief word lists or descriptions of the locally developed

Afaka syllabary.

Field work for this paper was conducted in Paramaribo from December
1968 through March 1969 jointly sponsored by the Summer Institute of

Linguistics and the Speech Communications Research Laboratory. The two

principal informants were natives of Agitiondre on the Cottica River. Other

informants were from Tottiekamp (lower Saramacca River) and Sara Kreek

(near the Tapanahonij River). Of all these, Herman Ropeter deserves special

thanks for his help. The research for this paper was partially supported by

the United States Air Force Office of Scientific Research under Grant
AF-AFOSR-125 2-67 and Contract F44620-69-C-0078, administered through the

Speech Communications Research Laboratory.

2The phoneme /N/ occurs only syllable finally or as the nucleus of

some syllables (3.). All other consonants except /w, y/ occur only in

prenuclear position. Thus /N/ is not in contrast with /m, n/. In a strict

taxonomic description the allophones of /N/ could be assigned to either

/m/ or /n/; but the choice between the two would be arbitrary. In a list of

completely specified segments for a generative phonological description, /N/
could also be omitted, the values for features corresponding to place of

articulation being filled in on the basis of nearby segments. /N/ is retained

here with the status of an archiphoneme to avoid the arbitrary choice of the

taxonomic solution, and because Djuka morphophonemics has not been

worked out sufficiently to permit stating the optimal feature description for a

generative solution.

3All examples are given in their underlying form unless other- wise

indicated. The underlying form of a stem or affix is the form from which its

forms in all environments (including isolation) can be predicted. These
occurring forms are called surface forms.
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4The underlying forms of stems beginning with /N/ have not yet been

determined. Examples of these stems are therefore given in their isolation

forms.

5 - indicates morpheme boundary.

6twalufu< Dutch twalf is the only exception.

7Voorhoeve (1961.146) stated that Saramaccan was the only Creole

language known at that time in which tone was clearly distinctive. Sranan,

closely related to Djuka, is referred to in his article as an accent language

rather than a tone language.

8/ indicates foot boundary.

9A simple stem consists of one morpheme, and may correspond to one

foot (dagu 'dog'), or two (kaa/basi 'gourd (Lagenaria siceraria)'). A
compound stem consists of one morpheme plus either another morpheme or

partial or complete reduplication. It may correspond to one foot (fwaiN

'four-eyed opossum' < fo 'four' - aiN 'eye') or two (tokotoko 'mud').

10// indicates final pause. In the description of tone sandhi, it is useful

to distinguish three surface tones, high (written with an acute accent), mid

(macron), and low (grave accent), although there are only two underlying

tones, high (acute accent) and low (here written with a grave accent,

elsewhere not symbolized). A complete description of tone sandhi and its

phonetic realizations would require a still larger set of pitch levels.

nPike (1966.l4lff) alludes to high-low sequences changing to low-high

in some languages of West Africa. Wang (1967.102) uses the term 'flip-flop'

for a related phenomenon, in which underlying high becomes surface low and

underlying low becomes surface high in the same environment. As both these

writers point out, such changes have perplexing diachronic implications.

12The conditions under which underlying namo becomes surface nam

6

have not yet been determined. The fact that this word is frequently stressed

on the second syllable, however, indicates an underlying low-high sequence.

Grimes, Joseph E., editor. 1972. Languages of the Guianas. Summer
Institute of Linguistics Publications in Linguistics, 35. Norman: Summer
Institute of Linguistics of the University of Oklahoma, ix, 91 p.


